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King Garden and the Queen Garden are the Garden of Eden without a shadow of the fall

Sun Myung Moon
June 10, 2011
True Parents arrival in Hawaii

Note: This information is from the web page Unificationism. They cannot be published as definitive texts and
should never be used in the future as an “official” publication of True Father’s words.

True Parents, accompanied by Hyung Jin Nim and Yeon Ah Nim, arrived at 10:30 a.m. at Honolulu, Hawaii, and
then arrived at the King Garden at Kona at 12:30 p.m., welcomed by Sun Jin Nim, In Sup Nim, and Hawaiian
members. True Parents went to the Queen Garden to stay and came back to the King Garden the next day to
hold Hoon Dok Hae at 5:00 a.m., where Hyung Jin Nim, Yeon Ah Nim, Sun Jin Nim, In Sup Nim, Rev. Yang, Rev.
Yoo, approximately 40 Hawaiian members, and 10 Japanese missionaries joined.

Mrs. McDevitt read Father’s speech titled “Memory and Reflection” from Father’s speech book # 24.

It was raining until the end of the meeting but when True Parents went out to see the area around Kona, it was
fine as if the weather welcomed True Parents who came back there after one year and 8 months.

Kona in Hawaii is the place where Father proclaimed the Pacific Rim Era as a Godly Civilization. Father said the
King Garden and the Queen Garden at Kona are in the position of the Garden of Eden that does not have even a
shadow of the fall. That’s why Father announced at Kona that he must conclude the restoration of human beings
by giving the Original Divine Principle Lecture (Education on the Origin of the Principle) after the era when we
gave the Divine Principle lecture to lead fallen humankind.

After Father established the Universal Peace Federation (UPF), Father and True Family conducted their world
tours for a total of six times, and on that foundation, Father proclaimed “The Advent of the Era of Godly
Civilization of Cosmic Peace” on May 17, 2007. This proclamation signified that Father connected all the fruits of
his work in the US (where the Heavenly fortune had arrived after circulating on the globe starting from the Middle
East via Europe), to Korea, God’s homeland, by centering on Hawaii in place of the Eve Nation that could not
accomplish her responsibility then.

After the Hoon Dok Hae, True Parents left the King Garden at 7:50 a.m. to see the area in Kona. One of the
places they visited was “Hawaii Kona Queen Coffee” field, which has 160 acres, run by Sun Jin Nim and In Sup
Nim, who made a report to True Parents on the current situation and their future plan. In their report, they said
they had worked to reduce the deficit balance for years, they pioneered the market in Korea, Japan and China,
and the company finally became in black. True Parents came back to the Queen Garden at 6:30 p.m. that day.
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